nexT generaTion mobiliTy
Tolling AS A Service

Who We Are

T-Systems and Satellic –
Long-standing Players in the
Tolling Industry

T-Systems boasts an impressive record when it comes to road charging and telematic services.
Already over 15 years ago, we pioneered GNSS tolling technology by designing and implementing
major parts of the German HGV (Heavy Goods Vehicle) tolling system. Based on experience gained
from the German project, T-Systems then introduced the Satellic brand in 2005 and started the development of a next-generation road charging system using modern and future-oriented technologies.
From the beginning, one central goal of the system design was a modular architecture that allows the
offering of flexible services as required by the growing international market and its players of different
size and background.
In July 2014, T-Systems International signed, as the major shareholder, the contract for the Belgian
Road Charging System, erected the system operator Satellic N.V., and successfully launched the system operation in April 2016 – setting a new reference for the implementation of GNSS-based tolling
systems.
Road-charging and telematic concepts are a key focus of the strategy in place at Deutsche Telekom AG
and T-Systems International GmbH. Based on this claim, T-Systems is therefore following its Tolling
as a Service (TaaS) approach to extend its offerings as required by the maturing market of national and
EETS operators. T-Systems has grouped its experts for designing, introducing and operating road
charging systems in the Satellic Toll Competence Center, offering all functional levels of the road charging-related service hierarchy.
On top of this, T-Systems – together with its partners – is in the process of establishing the registered
and certified Satellic EETS provider that enables its clients to offer EETS services to their customers
(become an EETS provider) without having to deal and individually contract with the various toll chargers directly.
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T-Systems TollING Competence
Center – the Enabler for
European Tolling Challenges
With its extensive experience in road-charging and telematic technology and markets, T-Systems has
designed and implemented the T-Systems Tolling Platform perfectly suited to the requirements of the
EETS scheme. The result is highly versatile and flexible, meaning that small and stand-alone tolling
programs and service providers can also benefit from it.

Closely anticipating the maturing of the European road charging market,
T-Systems is prepared to provide valuable services to its partners and clients
on all levels of the service stack. To accomplish this mission, T-Systems
has established the T-Systems Toll Competence Center, which offers all the
necessary building blocks at the technical, operational and service levels
required for an EETS provider in a modular and scalable way.
In 2005, T-Systems was already assembling all the experts with backgrounds in road charging in a distinct organizational unit that would bring
their collective experience together for the development of a modern tolling
and telematic solution – the T-Systems Tolling Platform.

From 2005 to 2008, T-Systems took part in the Road Charging Interoperability (RCI) project, whereby 27 major players in the European road charging market demonstrated the interoperability of existing (DSRC-based) and
upcoming (GNSS-based) road charging technologies and thus the feasibility
of the European Electronic Toll Service (EETS) approach.
With the introduction of the Belgian GNSS-based system in 2016 and the
close-by re-tendering of some national first-generation operators, the European environment is finally ready for the actual implementation of EETS.
T-Systems is ready to support the stakeholders in all aspects of this process
with its Tolling as a Service (TaaS) offering.
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EETS
Provider

Offering of Toll Processes as ready to use Services.
API and Web Portal based access to the T-Systems
Tolling Platform combined with well-established,
effective business and operational processes.

T-Systems Tolling Platform

Infrastructure as a Service

T-Systems Tolling Competence Center

A versatile, GNSS- and DSRC-based,
high-precision road charging platform for
business processes related to toll detection
and calculation, contract management,
customer service and billing.

T-Systems
Tolling as
a Service

Secure Private Cloud

With its Tolling as a Service (TaaS) offering, the T-Systems Toll Competence
Center enables national road-charging operators, as well as private parties
(of all types and sizes) interested in becoming an EETS provider, to participate
in the European road-charging scheme. The services are implemented by
using instances of the T-Systems Tolling Platform and can be sourced in a
modular way according to the needs of the partner or clients.

enabling eeTS buSineSS
To support service providers with the most challenging point of the EETS
ecosystem – the registration as a provider and the certification with toll
chargers – T-Systems is operating a certified EETS provider together with
partners. This EETS provider applies the T-Systems Telematic Platform as
well as the tolling services of the T-Systems Toll Competence Center to allow
partners of all sizes and backgrounds to concentrate on their
core business and leave the administrative EETS tasks as well as the EETS
tolling specific process in the domain of an efficient and high-quality
EETS enabler.
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Covering the Business Landscape
of Toll Service Providers
The core business processes for toll service providers include detecting and calculating road user
charges, managing payments, and maintaining the relationship with roads users and with contracting
entities such as public authorities or EETS toll chargers.

T-SySTemS Toll ServiceS

modular buSineSS ProceSS ouTSourcing concePT
The Tolling as a Service (TaaS) offering from the T-Systems Toll Competence
Center is tailored to fit the service provider’s needs in a flexible and modular
way. It comprises the operation of OBU fields; modelling of toll context data;
charge data generation; billing, invoicing and reporting;

customer service and contract management and the management of
interfaces to toll charger. Of course, the T-Systems Toll Competence Center
is also prepared to implement additional value added telematic services
as requested by clients.

T-Systems Toll Services

Toll Detection
OBU Operation

Map & Modelling
Service

Charge Record
Generation

Billing, Invoicing

Toll Charger
Interface

Customer Service
Contract Mgmt.

TyPical core buSineSS and SuPPorTing ProceSSeS of a Toll Service Provider

Core business processes

Road users

Process
requests

Contracting
entities
(authorities,
toll chargers)

Customer service

TaaS

Distribution, logistics

TaaS

Toll detection and calculation

TaaS

Billing

TaaS

Road users

Process
results

Contracting
entities
(authorities,
toll chargers)

Enforcement
Supervision & reporting

TaaS

Support processes
System & device
management

Organisational
management

TaaS

TaaS

TaaS

Supplier
management

This label indicates processes covered by the TaaS offering.

TaaS

Quality & process
management
TaaS

Financial
control
TaaS

Public
relations

Value Added
Services

Satellic NV in Belgium
Chosen as the basis for the Belgian kilometer charging system in 2014,
a consortium led by T-Systems International GmbH was awarded the
contract for designing, building, financing, maintaining and operating the
Belgian Toll Provider Satellic NV for charging domestic and international
heavy goods vehicles weighing over 3.5 tones on Belgian roads until 2028.
The focus for clients is on the cost-effective and responsible service
provisioning as well as the compatibility with the EETS (European
Electronic Toll Service) framework.

three regions in Belgium in 2016. Exactly that experience, handling three
individual regional authorities with their different requirements, shows that
the T-Systems Tolling Platform is perfectly suited for the EETS.

For this purpose, Satellic NV applies the T-Systems Tolling Platform developed
and operated by T-Systems International GmbH, which uses a GNSS/GSMbased smart OBU (On-Board Unit), to start collecting tolls on behalf of the

For more information, visit www.satellic.be.

The Belgian tariff scheme requires the coverage and toll detection on the
entire road network (approx. 154,000 km) and the charge depends on four
parameters: the number of kilometers driven, the type of road, the gross
combined weight rating (GCWR) and the vehicle’s EURO emission class.
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Tolling aS a Service:
The one-SToP SoluTion
The Tolling as a Service (TaaS) offering of the T-Systems Tolling Competence Center is a one-stop
business process outsourcing solution for toll service providers. TaaS combines components of the
innovative T-Systems Tolling Platform with well-established, effective business and operational processes.
By opting for TaaS, toll service providers can leave tolling tasks to the systems operations specialists
and focus on their core business. For standard components, the multi-vendor strategy pursued by
T-Systems guarantees high quality at a reasonable price. Solution and industry-specific system
components are designed and implemented in collaboration with leading expert partners, providing
the most reliable, high-performance and up-to-date applications.
Thanks to its modern modular and flexible architecture, the T-Systems Tolling Platform is compatible
with modern web service-based interface technologies and provides the versatile T-Systems API, which
makes the integration with third-party systems possible. As a result, the Tolling as a Service modules
can also be easily integrated with toll service providers’ existing business process landscapes and thirdparty offerings at the business process level. And of course, it’s also possible to provide client-specific
value-value added services as required.

Tolling aS a Service

T-Systems Toll Services

TaaS
Toll Detection
OBU Operation

SaaS

Map & Modelling
Service

Charge Record
Generation

Web Portals/Web
Services
Web portals
Electronic
Ticketing

PaaS

Billing, Invoicing

TCCM

Contract
Management
MIS
Billing

Billing

Toll Charger
Interface

Customer Service
Contract Mgmt.

Value Added
Services

TollDevice
Context Management
OBU
Management
Centre Management
Device

Center Toll
Toll Context
Detection
Management
ERP

IaaS

Secure Private Cloud
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T-Systems tolling as a service –
the toll services in detail.
T-Systems Toll Services

Toll Detection
OBU Operation

Map & Modelling
Service

Charge Record
Generation

Billing, Invoicing

Toll Charger
Interface

Customer Service
Contract Mgmt.

Value Added
Services

Toll Detection

Map & Modelling

The reliable detection of toll objects is, of course, the core service of
all road charging systems. In the case of DSRC schemes, this business
process typically lies within the domain of the toll charger. In the case of
GNSS-based systems, the service provider has to perform the detection
with high-quality targets and potentially high penalties (both imposed by
toll chargers). The T-Systems Toll Competence Center offers the GNSSbased detection of toll objects with exceptionally high quality on all types
of road networks by providing a map matching-based solution that can
be implemented directly on smart OBUs. This offers the highest level of
data privacy for setups using thin OBUs and central toll detection as well.
Of course this system also supports DSRC-based tolling.

To ensure good performance of map matching-based toll detection, the
availability of an accurate and up-to-date reference map is very important.

OBU Operation
Operating large fields of OBUs with excellent quality is one of the most
challenging business processes since the highest priority is to not bother
the road user with any technical or logistics complications. In addition to
process excellence, a high automation level is essential for reducing costs
to a competitive level. Monitoring routines allow for early indication of
potential problems and the setup of timely measures.
The T-Systems Toll Competence Center offers an OBU including software
as part of its T-Systems Toll Services. However, the operation of third-party
OBU fields can also be implemented if requested.

The T-Systems Toll Competence Center has extensive experience in transferring the – typically descriptive – toll domain statements into toll object
definitions referencing standard navigational maps. Also, a continuous
monitoring process ensures the detection and elimination of model im
preciseness (e.g. due to changes in the road network). In the same process,
the tariff table of the domain statement is also modelled, the toll objects
being linked to the applicable rates, to be able to generate charge records
on usage.
The resulting map and model is used by the T-Systems Toll Competence
Center to deliver its other services and can also be made available to clients
as stand-alone data set.

Charge Record Generation
The Charge Record Generation service is usually bundled with toll
detection and/or the billing service. In this service, detected toll objects
(either GNSS or DSRC-based) are rated by the application of toll domain
and customer-specific tariffs and aggregated and enriched according to
the domain-specific requirements. The resulting charge records are then
input for all customer usage information, such as billing, invoicing and
accounting services, for both the toll service providers and toll chargers.
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T-Systems Toll Services

Billing, Invoicing, Reporting

Contract Management

A major task for the commercial implementation of EETS providers is the
handling of toll-related accounting, billing, invoicing and reporting (to both
toll chargers and business partners). The exact accounting and payment
modes (defining formats, periods, payment means and clearing, commissioned data processing, taxes vs. fees, VAT rules, etc.) are highly dependent
on the toll charger as well as on the background of the service provider.
The same applies to the generation of customer-directed documents as
tax and fee statements as well as detailed trip statements. The T-Systems
Toll Competence Center has a rich experience in implementing accounting
schemes that meet the requirements of toll service providers, integrating
payment service providers and external ERP systems keeping the general
ledger. If required, T-Systems can of course offer the complementary
hosting or implementation of an ERP system for toll service providers.

The management of master data for customers and vehicles as well as
the management of active contracts is a service that supports billing and
invoicing. The T-Systems Tolling Platform provides the versatile T-Systems
API to maintain all this data and the T-Systems Toll Competence Center offers
a related service to the degree a client is not managing its client’s contracts
on its own.
Due to its open architecture, the T-Systems API allows for the flexible inte
gration of all tolling-relevant functions like registering and maintaining
customer and vehicle master data, ordering and returning OBUs, ordering
or terminating contracts for certain toll domains or accessing usage data
and documents with the existing ICT landscape and business processes
at client side. Clients that don’t want to use a deep technical integration
benefit from the browser-based Business Partner Portal accessible
through the public internet.

Toll Charger Interface
Although the EETS framework tries to clearly define the interfaces between
service providers and road charges in ISO 12855, the exact interpretation
is surprisingly domain dependent and not easy to accommodate. Moreover
the standard is not binding and other frameworks as e.g. EasyGo® or TIS-PL
are relevant too. The T-Systems Tolling Platform provides a component
that concentrates the technical interface with the toll chargers in an abstract and flexible a way, making integration with a new toll charger less extensive and less complicated compared to individual extensions.
On top of the technical operation of these interfaces by the T-Systems Toll
Competence Center, the T-Systems EETS provider is in the process of
certifying with the major toll domains and for those offers the full operation
and management at the business process level.

Value-Added Services
Of course, both the T-Systems Toll Competence Center and the EETS
provider can offer the implementation and operation of additional
value-added services specific for service providers.
Some general value-added services are already available but the modular
approach of the T-Systems Tolling Platform allows for the cost-effective and
fast implementation of additional services without the risk of unintended
side effects.
Examples for such services would be tracking and tracing, driver messaging, vehicle bus integration, driving style analysis and much more.

Customer Service
The operation of an EETS-enabled road charging system requires some
technical components for the road user, which leads to support efforts
for handling technical customer queries on various levels.
For the technical and procedural aspects of the services offered to its
clients (toll service providers), the T-Systems Toll Competence Center offers
complementary second and third-line support that can be used as an
escalation line when the client’s first-line support identifies a request
targeting the domain of T-Systems Toll Competence Center.
In addition, the EETS provider maintains an ongoing relationship with the
toll chargers and bundles all issues resulting from customer and service
provider requests concerning toll chargers.
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The Versatile Foundation:
the T-Systems Tolling platform
Over the last few decades, electronic toll collection has become increasingly significant in the
financing and operation of transport infrastructures. At the same time, key technologies like
mobile communications (GSM/UMTS/LTE) and global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
have become robust and affordable. This development has made it possible to overcome the
systemic and commercial limitations of traditional charging approaches such as paper
vignettes, toll plazas and short-range communication systems (DSRC).

The T-Systems Tolling Platform (TTP) from the T-Systems Toll Competence
Center is a versatile and modular road charging platform that supports
high precision GNSS-based tolling as well as legacy DSRC Schemes. It’s
suitable for toll service providers currently entering the market against the
back-drop of the European Electronic Toll Service (EETS) and for
established toll service providers looking to add EETS offerings to their
portfolio as well. It’s also the basis for the business services provided by
the T-Systems Toll Competence Center and the T-Systems EETS provider.

Maximum Efficiency and Flexibility Thanks to a
Modular Approach
The T-Systems Tolling Platform is designed to provide efficient support for
business processes related to toll detection and calculation, customer
service and billing – by means of a modular solution design.
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Tolling plATform

core comPonenTS of The T-SySTemS Tolling PlaTform

Field of devices

Central system of toll service provider

Third-party
systems
OBU supplier
& logistics

Web portals/Web services
Road
users
Electronic
Ticketing

Smart OBU

Contract
Management

Toll Detection*
User
vehicles

Device
Management
Centre

MIS

TCCM

Billing

Business
partners,
fleet operators,
distribution
partners
Contracting
entities
(authorities,
Toll Chargers)
POS
ticket sales

ERP
Mobile
carrier
Toll Context
Management

Tolling data

Communication

Map
provider

* Alternatively as part of the central system.

Detailed descriptions of the modules can be found on the next page.

The diagram does not portray a complete toll service provider system landscape, but rather focuses
on the core components as provided by the T-Systems Tolling Platform.
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T-Systems Tolling platform:
core components

T-Systems Tolling platform:
core components

T-Systems Smart OBU

T-Systems Toll Context Management

An on-board unit (OBU) is a device which is mounted in a vehicle and
automatically detects toll roads. Our specific software environment for
OBUs enables secure and reliable remote management of devices in the
field, as well as excellent GNSS and map-based autonomous toll detection
and support of DSRC compliance checks and tolling.

In addition to managing the OBU field, toll service providers need to maintain a high-quality set of charging rules, which are mainly determined by the
definition of toll objects (e.g. street sections, city zones, bridges, tunnels,
etc.) and related tariff sets.

The smart OBU approach provides exceptional user transparency and
data privacy, reducing user complaints and thus operating costs.
The OBU software environment provides a platform for toll service providerspecific value added services, such as tracking and tracing, insurance
applications and logistics and fleet management functionality. In con
junction with selected hardware partners, we offer an integrated software
and hardware solution that can easily be adapted to client-specific needs.
Of course, the OBU also supports tolling in DSRC-based domains.

T-Systems Device Management
One of the most challenging tasks for toll service providers is the operation
of a large number of active OBUs mounted in vehicles. Robust OBU software/hardware design backed by effective remote management is essential
to avoid expensive recalls. Other core operational requirements are the
optimization of communication costs, and the maintenance and documentation of valid configurations for each device, in case of software or operational data changes.
The T-Systems Tolling Platform offers a device management system that
fulfils all these needs. Additionally, the system offers important reporting
and operational functions such as the management of device groups,
various software versions, mixed hardware fields and much more.

T-Systems Toll Context Management supports the integrated management
of geo objects, toll objects and tariffs for multiple toll domains (such as toll
chargers with individual tariff schemes). The system also allows versioncontrolled management of all data, and supports all relevant standards for
quality assurance and documentation when toll data modifications
are performed.

T-Systems Contract Management and Billing
The management of road user relationships is one of the main value chain
elements expected to be implemented by toll service providers. The T-Systems Tolling Platform offers an integrated module for contract management,
billing and web portals, specifically tailored to manage all business entities
and customer processes related to road user charging. This includes
management of customer and vehicle master data, OBU management and
pairing, (value added) service management, pre- and post-payment
options and much more.
Because standard software is used for the application platform, it’s easy
to seamlessly integrate toll service provider specific enhancements and
processes, and to add value-added services.
A web portal for road users features a state-of-the-art UI and reduces
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T-Systems Toll Charger Communication Module
customer service costs (agents, mailings, etc.). A second web portal for toll
service providers and business partners offers a business dashboard in
addition to master data management with all necessary operational and
commercial functionality – generating performance reports for external
contracting entities, for example.
Toll service providers with a higher integration demand can benefit from
the well-structured, complete and web service-based T-Systems API that can
be easily extended to additional client needs.
The system can be readily integrated with the T-Systems Device Management
and Toll Detection System. But it can also be used with other (additional)
data sources such as billing data records from toll chargers with DSRC
schemes, value-added services, and so on.
T-Systems Contract Management and Billing can be integrated with a
standard ERP system for certified accounting in line with the toll service
provider’s implementation policy.

Although standardized by the EETS framework the commercial, procedural
and technical interfaces to the toll chargers owning the toll domains vary
drastically due to domain specific conditions and requirements. To reduce
the impact on the platform architecture and to allow fast technical integration with multiple toll chargers, the communication functions (technically
largely governed by ISO 12855) are bundled in the T-Systems Toll Charger
Communication Module (TCCM) which contains multiple connectors
specifically adapted to toll chargers.

T-Systems Management Information System
Toll service providers have to fulfil various obligations concerning reporting
mostly required by toll charges but also for internal purposes. The T-Systems
Tolling Platform provides a comprehensive Management Information
System (MIS), which collects and provides all essential tolling and customer
data and implements continuous monitoring. It also reports functionality,
which enables toll service providers to identify operational deviations on
short timescales and to produce required basic reports.

T-Systems Electronic Ticketing
The T-Systems Contract Management and Billing system is complemented
by an electronic ticketing system. This is specifically designed for road-user
charging scenarios such as backup systems for GNSS- or DSRC- based
tolling schemes (short flat rate tariffs for foreign and occasional users,
broken OBUs, etc.) or as a standalone system in booking models (i.e. for
passenger car tolling, city tolling, etc.). The T-Systems Electronic Ticketing
application maintains a white list of all valid or cancelled bookings and
provides these to compliance-checking systems. It also delivers access
options for registered and non-registered users, as well as web portals
optimized for high-resolution (desktop/laptop/tablet) hardware and
mobile devices.
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T-SySTemS SmArT obu

SmarT obuS for higheST
PoSSible daTa Privacy
T-Systems has created the T-Systems Tolling Platform to provide
maximum robustness and highly effective detection. But it’s also
designed to comply with existing and potential future European
data privacy standards.

In today’s increasingly information-based society, privacy is already one of the most critical features affecting consumer decisions, acceptance
and cooperation. Its importance will certainly
continue to grow in the future. Toll service providers are directly affected by this, given that vehicle
positions and routes of vehicles are regarded as
personal data.
One of the main objectives of EU Directive 95/46
is to reduce the use of personal data and,
accordingly, to encourage the design of business
processes that require only a minimum of sensi-

On-board unit (OBU)

tive data. In other words, the sensitivity of the
data used should decrease along the processing
chain: only information that is actually necessary
for the relevant financial transaction is passed
on. The design philosophy of the T-Systems Tolling Platform reflects this: only the data needed
for further processing leaves the OBU. Other
steps, including the aggregation of tolling
events, are performed on the OBU. Users have
complete transparency, as they have access to
detailed data on their OBU and can opt in to
transfer journey data – in case an in-depth journey statement is required in addition to the invoice document.

Central system
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Map matching

Toll detection

Rating

Billing

Identification of
vehicle‘s position
using GNSS
signals

Matching of GNNS
position with map
object

Determine if
matched position
is chargeable
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toll charges
based on tariff
model

Accumulation of
charge records
on user bill

Financial
management
Payment and
clearing
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